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Pictorial



ArcMemories
Four months ago me & my friends decided to visit Kasol 
and it was a big accomplishment in March 2K20 when we 
finally got ourselves seated and the journey began. 
ZoomCar made our journey bit easier as we could stop 
wherever we wish to but that was the only easy thing in 
our journey. It was purely an adventurous trip where we 
have experienced Paragliding at Bir Billing (Asia's highest 
paragliding point), Kheerganga Snow Trekking (12 KM) & 
River Rafting in Kullu... The most happening & unforget-
table journey of my life... #LoveYouZindagi
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Arcgatians 
Against 
Corona
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At the end of March 2020, most of us were relegated to the sidelines. 
Asked to stay indoors and do nothing.... It was a very wise call.... 
However, the beauty of being an intelligent species is, not only do you do 
the needful, but you innovate and activate your brains. You help out any 
one and every one there deserves it..... Arcgatians are always one step 
ahead of the curve. Let  us see what and how they encouraged and 
warned all of the impending doom if we decide to overstep our 
boundaries....

Arcgatians Against Corona
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Khushboo decided to make the most of the WFH by entertaining herself 
and her daughter by spending quality time with eachother...
Sudedenly, We now have another side of her to appreciate.... One of the 
most devout Arcgatian is also a down right Cool Mummy!!!
We should all take a queue from her and make sure that we bring out the 
inner child of ours and make the most of this time with our family.....
Stay Home..... Stay Safe....  and  HAVE FUN.....

Lock down Diaries
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Not enough words are spoken when you are a guest at your own home..... 
One such traveller AKI, is having a time of his life with his family.... pulling 
in extra hours and still managing to be fresh every day..... Now we know 
what the secret is.....

Lock down Diaries
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Lock down Diaries



Manish is one of the most smiling personalities of the organisation, All he 
needed to do on April 5th was to go to the terrace and Smile.... But, being 
who he really is.... He did his part....
He also sends us a glimpses of how he and his family are having fun and 
are also being responsible citizens by contributing to the fight against 
Corona... 
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If any one is having the time of his life during the lock down, it is 
"Deepak". Not only is he eating the best looking food (As we have not 
tasted we will not comment on that  ), he is also responsible for cooking 
all of them....
We really wish that by the end of this lock down, we get to taste some of 
them.... And also that he create some more recipes for us to savor......

Lock down Diaries
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ArcShutterbug
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ArcShutterbug
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ArcShutterbug
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ArcPoet
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ArcPoet
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Richa KoshtiArtoholic
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Artoholic
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Birthdays
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Thank you for giving your time to this 
newsletter. If you want to be part of next 

month’s newsletter, please send your 
entries to  monthly@arcgate.com, and feel 
free to write few lines describing your entry. 

We also welcome your valuable 
suggestions!


